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a b s t r a c t

As the sizes of IT infrastructure continue to grow, cloud computing is a natural extension of virtualisation
technologies that enable scalablemanagement of virtualmachines over a plethora of physically connected
systems. The so-called virtualisation-based cloud computing paradigm offers a practical approach
to green IT/clouds, which emphasise the construction and deployment of scalable, energy-efficient
network software applications (NetApp) by virtue of improved utilisation of the underlying resources.
The latter is typically achieved through increased sharing of hardware and data in a multi-tenant
cloud architecture/environment and, as such, accentuates the critical requirement for enhanced security
services as an integrated component of the virtual infrastructure management strategy. This paper
analyses the key security challenges faced by contemporary green cloud computing environments, and
proposes a virtualisation security assurance architecture, CyberGuarder, which is designed to address
several key security problems within the ‘green’ cloud computing context. In particular, CyberGuarder
provides three different kinds of services; namely, a virtual machine security service, a virtual network
security service and a policy based trust management service. Specifically, the proposed virtual machine
security service incorporates a number of new techniques which include (1) a VMM-based integrity
measurement approach for NetApp trusted loading, (2) a multi-granularity NetApp isolation mechanism
to enable OS user isolation, and (3) a dynamic approach to virtual machine and network isolation for
multiple NetApp’s based on energy-efficiency and security requirements. Secondly, a virtual network
security service has been developed successfully to provide an adaptive virtual security appliance
deployment in a NetApp execution environment, whereby traditional security services such as IDS and
firewalls can be encapsulated as VM images and deployed over a virtual security network in accordance
with the practical configuration of the virtualised infrastructure. Thirdly, a security service providing
policy based trust management is proposed to facilitate access control to the resources pool and a trust
federation mechanism to support/optimise task privacy and cost requirements across multiple resource
pools. Preliminary studies of these services have been carried out on our iVIC platform, with promising
results. As part of our ongoing research in large-scale, energy-efficient/green cloud computing, we are
currently developing a virtual laboratory for our campus courses using the virtualisation infrastructure of
iVIC, which incorporates the important results and experience of CyberGuarder in a practical context.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The recent years havewitnessed the continuing development of
the Internet from its original communication purpose (e.g., email)
and content provision (e.g., Web) to an application deployment
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platform, where increased computing and storage capabilities
are constantly being made available to end users. In parallel,
an unprecedented number of personal computers are deployed
worldwide according to a recent Gartner report, as worldwide
PC shipments have reached 82.9 million units just in the second
quarter of 2010, representing a 20.7% increase from the second
quarter of 2009. At the same, however, enormous energy has been
wasted due to idle resources. For example, our own experiments
with a Dell Core-2 PC show that it consumes about 85W when
sitting idle, corresponding to almost half of the energywhen it was
fully loaded. A recent report from theNRDC [1] similarly confirmed
that most idle servers consume approximately 69%–97% of the
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total power consumption when they are fully loaded, and often
when power management function is enabled. With energy costs
increasing as the size of IT infrastructures continues to grow, it is
apparent that keeping the running costs down is quickly becoming
a top priority for many IT centric organisations.

Recently, cloud computing paradigm [2,3] has emerged as an
energy efficient approach which enables ubiquitous, on-demand
network accesses to a shared pool of flexibly reconfigurable
computing resources including networks, servers, storage, applica-
tions, and services that can be rapidly deployedwithminimalman-
agement effort or service provider interactions. In particular, so
called virtualisation-based cloud computing platforms are becom-
ing very popular in providing a new supplement, consumption, and
deliverymodel for network software application (NetApp) over the
Internet. Here, virtualisation refers to the abstraction of computer
resources, such as the process of running two or more operating
systems on a single set of physical hardware. Originally developed
for the IBM mainframe operating systems in the 1960s, the virtu-
alisation technology enables a system administrator to combine
disparate physical computing systems into virtual machines in a
maximally energy-efficient manner, thus minimizing idle hard-
ware and hence the overall power consumption. Moreover, vir-
tualisation can assist in distributing workload in such a way that
servers are either busy, or put in a low power sleep state. This has
led to server consolidation, with heightened computer elasticity as
well as significantly reduced electricity bills. Based on a software
cloud model, a virtualised, scalable and energy-efficient resource
management strategy can be developed to facilitate integration of
loose-coupled resources, with significantly improved utilisation,
and with the added advantage that users can be freed from the of-
ten costly administrationwork including software deployment and
maintenance. As with some of the most well known corporations
such as Amazon, Google, Microsoft and Salesforce.com, who have
become leading cloud service providers, our iVIC1 platform [4] also
utilises a highly virtualised network software operating system
to support a elastic, scalable and transparent resource manage-
ment system for NetApp deployments. More relevantly, it has also
been used as a blueprint for constructing energy-efficient or ‘green’
IT virtualisation infrastructure (viz. IaaS). By leveraging desir-
able properties of virtual machines (VM) and/or virtual networks,
NetApp services can be launched on-demand via the presentation
streaming mode using VNC and delivered to PC or mobile phone
(e.g., Android) with much improved energy efficiency. Currently,
iVIC has been used as an experimental course delivery system for a
variety of courses in the undergraduate and postgraduate curricula
in Beihang University.

As with most virtualisation-based cloud platforms that operate
in a multi-tenant cloud environment, the successful adoption
of such a green computing architecture strongly depends on
its security assurance mechanisms [5]. Further, it should be
noted that, in general, such added computer security services not
only impact on the deployment and operations of the system,
they are, inevitably, also energy-consuming. Consequently, an
integrated security solution would not help in providing the
necessary security services, but also in reducing the overall energy
consumption. Using our iVIC platform as a testbed, three key
challenges have been identified andmust be addressed, as follows.

First, a NetApp should be loaded without malicious tempering.
Various malwares, such as virus, worms, Trojans and rootkits,
continue to threaten the security of a VM. In particular, rootkit
malware can hide its own process, or disguise it as a legal
process, to escape the detection from a virus scanner or an
intrusion detection system (IDS). Fundamentally, the principal

1 http://portal.ivic.org.cn;http://ivic.org.cn/ivic/.
problem is that execution ofmalicious software or codes breaks the
integrity of the original system. Several integrity measurements
exist, including the well documented approaches of Tripwire [5],
IMA [6] PRIMA [7] and Google Chrome OS [8], with widely
known limitations. (a) Most of these systems require a significant
modification of the operating system (OS) kernel (e.g., the OS
kernel in PRIMA needs to be recompiled), and they cannot support
legacy applications and ‘close-box’ operating systems; (b) Many of
these systems are developed under the assumption that the OS is
fundamentally secure whilst, in practice, most OSs are susceptible
to kernel attacks. For example, IMA is implemented through Linux
kernel LSM, which is inherently vulnerable to bypass attacks. (c)
Some approaches require the support of special hardware; for
example, Copilot [9] uses an add-in trusted PCI card to detect
modifications to the OS kernel, while Google Chrome OS is based
on a solid foundation of Ubuntu. In particular, when a Chrome OS
is booted, it first checks the integrity of the OS through TPM to
prevent the OS kernel from corruption or tampering by malware.
Moreover, different NetApps should have been isolated at different
levels when attacks occurred and, as such, security isolation has
been the principal approach to counteract such attacks. Here, it
is critical for any security services to provide a multi-granularity
isolation function, as NetApps can be downloaded from a third
party (e.g, AppEngine, AppStore) and may have some malicious
codes or faults.2 Other limitations include: (i) Several procedures
were only developed for special business purposes, which lack
the generic approach to support NetApp isolation requirements;
(ii) The VM isolation cannot be adaptively adjusted according to
the secure monitoring status of resource pool; (iii) The firewall
network isolation is only a packet filteringmechanismwhich relies
on the physical network connections, and, as a result, cannot be
applied to most virtual networks/topologies where shared links
may suffer from tapping attacks.

Second, conventional network security systems including IDSs,
firewalls, etc should be virtualised and easily deployed in a
predominately NetApp execution environment. Here, existing
solutions such as snort, Cisco Catalyst 6500 W/IDS hardware have
several limitations; namely, (a) The deployment cost of a security
system (e.g., IDS) is generally high, and cannot be adaptively
redeployed (e.g., Hardware IDS); (b) In place of the traditional
security appliance, the virtual security appliance has become a
new way of being rapidly encapsulated and dynamically deployed
within the distributed IT infrastructure. However, it is difficult to
achieve optimal performancewith such virtual security appliances,
as the underlying physical resource is necessarily shared by several
VMs. This problem is particularly aggravated by the deployment of
a virtualised network intrusion detection system (NIDS). (c) Virtual
security appliances need to handle network traffic fluctuations
and frequent network I/Os that inevitably consume a considerably
high number of CPU cycles, and would, therefore, necessitate an
adaptive mechanism to handle the inherently dynamic nature and
requirements of most virtualised architectures.

Third, a policy-based access control service should be put in
place to protect the security of the virtual resources. SomeNetApps
often require scalable computing power, but a single resource
pool often found in private clouds may not be able to provide
adequate resources for a large number of users. Consequently,
multiple collaborating resource pools are often needed to achieve
specific goals. For example, the oVirt3 is built around libvirt, which
provides additional secure communication (GSSAPI/SASL2) and

2 Amazon EC2 provides NetApp isolation with VM, Google AppEngine provides
Java, Python binary application isolation, and VMware provides firewall-based
network isolation.
3 http://ovirt.org/.

http://portal.ivic.org.cn%3Bhttp://ivic.org.cn/ivic/
http://ovirt.org/
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authentication mechanisms (Kerberos/LDAP) to facilitate access
to remote resource pools. In a similar vein, OpenNebula4 can be
used to construct a hybrid cloud that extends a private cloud in
order to combine local resources with those made available by
remote/public cloud providers such as Amazon EC2 or ElasticHosts.
Here, the well known limitations include: (a) Some approaches
(e.g., oVirt) only provide a simple identity-based authentication
mechanism without considering the real-time security policy
updating and evaluation for the multi-tenant resource pool; (b)
The existing approaches for the hybrid cloud only provide an
interface to invoke other public clouds, and they cannot normally
support the federation of multiple resource pools due to potential
policy conflict problems for multiple pool federation; (c) The
communication channel to remoteVMsor virtual networks should,
in practice, be secured.

To address these challenges, we propose a novel security as-
surance architecture, known as CyberGuarder, which enables the
trusted loading of NetApps, isolation of different NetApps, virtual
security appliances for the NetApp operating environment, and re-
source access control and remote access to NetApp. Our principal
contributions are summarised below:

• We design CyberGuarder, a security assurance architecture de-
signed for NetApp operating systems, as a truly virtualisation-
based security solution developed for green cloud computing
environments. As proof of the concept, CyberGuarder is also in-
tegrated into our iVIC cloud platform that has been constructed
as a virtual machine resource management system. Here, Cy-
berGuarder has demonstrated its important security assurance
role for the secured operation of iVIC platform.

• A virtual machine security service, which includes mechanisms
for software integrity measurement and multi-level security
isolation, has also been developed. The Virtual Machine
Manager (VMM)based integritymeasurement approachnamed
VMInsight can provide load-time and run-time monitoring
of system processes. VMInsight intercepts system calls and
process behaviours bymonitoring changes in VMCPU registers.
It is implemented in the hypervisor, which is completely
transparent to the software and operating system running
in the VM. Experimental results show that the performance
overheads of VMInsight is less than 10% while its additional
energy consumption totals to less than 5%. A multi-granularity
NetApp sandbox mechanism is also proposed, which can
provide both OS users isolation and VMs isolation based on the
available tools, including the virtual network isolation solution
of ERVIN constructed using a layer-two tunnel VPN between
distributed vBridges. Meta-data (e.g. about virtual network
topologies) is maintained in a central node to optimise the
traffic between VMMs.

• We design a virtual network security service, which provides
an adaptive mechanism to deploy virtual security appliances
in a virtual network of the NetApps running environment. To
enable flexible network traffic detection, we develop a dynamic
software mirror port mechanism to facilitate detections of the
virtual network interface. Themirror port is implemented using
an Ethernet bridge configuration tool, brctl, whichmonitors the
network traffic. Further, an online controller is also constructed
to adaptively control the distributed deployment of vIDS which
a security appliance encapsulated the snort in accordance with
the underlying network topologies, traffic, energy, etc.

4 http://www.opennebula.org/.
Fig. 1. The deployment architecture of CyberGuarder (AAA: authentication,
authorization and accounting. SW: software, HW: hardware, VM: virtual machine,
VMM: virtual machine monitor).

• We propose a virtual computing environment security service
that offers a policy-based trust management mechanism. The
latter not only provides a policy-based access control approach
for sharing a resource pool, but also offers a trust federation
approach to resource sharing across multiple resources pools.
To guarantee the real-time security policy updating and
evaluation of the pool resource, we have integrated the policy
decision and policy enforcement points into the virtual pool
resource information service, and cached the status of the
access control list. The trust federation is implemented as
an automated authentication procedure using the TrustVO
federation policy, allowing users to directly access the VM or
virtual network of another pool through secured VNC or VPN
clients.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes
the design of CyberGuarder, with technical details including its
performance evaluation results obtained from the iVIC platform.
In addition to this section, further related work is described in
Section 3. Concluding remarks, including a summary of this paper,
are presented in Section 4.

2. Design of CyberGuarder

According to the requirements analysis of a network-based
software operating system, we design the architecture of Cyber-
Guarder in iVIC (shown in Fig. 1). iVIC is a network computing
platform based on a distributed virtual resource container to en-
capsulate individual computing and storage devices so that they
can provide virtualised entities, such as VMs or vDisks. Virtual
machines are dynamically deployed and connected into virtual
networks. Users may allocate their own virtual clusters or even
complex virtual networks (vLabs) in iVIC to support hardware as
a service (vHaaS) and software as a service (vSaaS) application sce-
nario. In iVIC, software and hardware resources are organised in
respective resource pools, and software in a software pool (SW
Pool) can be downloaded and installed into VMs in a hardware pool
(HW pool) on-demand. There are four key security components in
this architecture: NetApp trusted loading, multi-level NetApp isola-
tion, virtual security appliance (e.g., vIDS), and NetApp resource trust
management.

2.1. Virtual machine security service

In this VM security service, we not only provide a VMM-based
NetApp trusted loading approach-VMInsight, but also a multi-
level security isolation approach based on the virtual machine
technologies.

http://www.opennebula.org/
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Fig. 2. The architecture of CyberGuarder VMInsight.

2.1.1. VMM-based software integrity verification
In VMImsight, we leverage the VMM-based system call inter-

ception approach to provide load-time and run-time integrity pro-
tection for a NetApp. Firstly, VMInsight intercepts and analyses the
system call sequence to identify and control the loading of soft-
ware including user applications, shared libraries and kernel mod-
ules. Secondly, a system call correlation method is designed to
establish the relationship of multiple system calls. Finally, VMIn-
sight monitors the behaviour of NetApp processes to recognise the
malicious attacking patterns. For example, VMInsight can find hid-
den processes using the cross-view theory by collecting a real VM
process list and comparing them with that coming from the OS
user’s tool. The VMM-level protectionmechanism ensures that the
VM system can maintain its correctness and security even if the
guest OS kernel has been comprised. The VMInsight system also
supports legacy or commodity guest operating systems, and it re-
quires no modification to the guest OS.

The architecture of VMInsight is illustrated in Fig. 2. VMInsight
has three main components: System Call Interpreter (SCI), System
Call Analyzer (SCA) and Integrity Measure Module (IMM). The
VMInsight works using the following two steps:

(1) SCI intercepts a system call instruction (i.e. INT 80h or sysenter)
invoked from the user mode in the guest OS, and identifies
a binary-executing related system call, resolves system call
arguments to get executable path information.

(2) The arguments and path information are passed to SCA
and IMM for further analysis. SCA analyses the system call
information based on configurable patterns to monitor the
run-time behaviour of processes. IMM receives executable
paths from SCI, locates the disk file using path information,
and then measures the file content. IMM takes measurements
using the SHA-1 hash algorithm, and the fingerprint is then
compared with known values stored in the fingerprint library.
Experiments.We have implemented VMInsight in twomajor VMMs
(Qemu and KVM). We have conducted three experiment groups
to evaluate its effectiveness to detect malicious processes, and the
performance and energy-consumption overhead.

First, we use some malware samples to evaluate the effective-
ness of VMInsight.We simulate themalicious software’s behaviour
of tampering with the already known software to test whether
VMInsight can detect such an integrity exception when /usr/bin/l
s is loading. As shown in Fig. 3, VMInsight successfully found the
integrity change of /usr/bin/ls . Next, we test VMInsight’s capabil-
ity of process monitoring using the Apache Web server and some
commonly used applications. The results show that VMInsight can
identify processes, detect network traffic, and monitor CPU usage
and file operations. Such information will be exploited and inte-
grated to identify malicious software behaviours. For example, the
hidden processes which steal users’ information can be located by
analysing the network packet’s receive/send status, thus resulting
in the reporting of malicious software.

Second, we use some benchmark applications to evaluate
the performance overhead of VMInsight for Qemu and KVM. As
the results show in Fig. 4, VMInsight incurs less than a 10%
performance overhead. According to the above analysis, we can
conclude that the monitoring information provided by VMInsight
can be used to develop a third-party security system.

Finally, we use four benchmark applications to measure the
energy-consumption overhead of VMInsight. We launch four dif-
ferent application tasks as shown in Table 1 on a Dell OptiPlex 960
PC (with Inter(R) Core(TM)2 Quad 2.66 GHz CPU, 4 GB RAM and
Debian Linux operating system), and we use Voltech PM1000+
equipment to measure the power and energy consumption of this
computer (excluding the monitor). The total energy consumption
for each task under different execution environment configuration
is listed in Table 2. Based on Table 2, we draw Fig. 5 to show the
percentage of energy overhead for KVM and VMInsight compared
with the physical machine. From this energy consumption exper-
iment, we can reach two obvious results. First, if we just compare
a KVM VM and a VMInsight service with a physical machine, it is
obvious that the total consumption energy will increase because
both the KVM and security processes will bring some extra over-
head to the computer. The results show the overhead incurred by
VMInsight is less than 5% on KVM. Second, administrators need to
pre-install a security monitor for each VM OS if there is no a virtu-
alisation layer security service. It will not only incur a heavy man-
agement burden, but also the utilisation of the security monitor
software is often very low, so computer resources and energy are
wasted. In particular, the energy consumption overhead incurred
by the monitor for every OS is generally 5%. If a security monitor
is installed on each VM OS, the total energy wasted in a physical
machinewill significantly increase because a physicalmachine can
generally run 20–30 Linux VMs. However, the VMInsight is only a
module on the VMM layer, and it can serve all VMs.
Fig. 3. System processes monitored by VMInsight.
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Fig. 4. Runtime overhead of VMInsight on Qemu (on the left) and KVM (on the right).
Table 1
The four experiment applications’ tasks.

Application task Command string

Kernel build make defconfig & make
File copy cp –r linux-source-dir otherwhere
Compression (gz) tar zcf linux-source-dir
Decompression (bz2) tar zxf linux-source.tar.bz2

Table 2
The total energy wasted for each task (W s).

Application task Physical
machine

KVM VM KVMwith cyberGuarder
VMInsight

Kernel build 197×103 295×103 304 × 103

File copy 2.9×103 3.7× 103 3.9 × 103

Compression (gz) 3.1×103 3.6× 103 3.7 × 103

Decompression (bz2) 3.2×103 4.0× 103 4.1 × 103

Fig. 5. The energy consumption overhead for different tasks.

2.1.2. Multi-granularity NetApp sandbox mechanism
Isolation is an important factor to improve the availability

and security of applications running in a virtual environment,
and is far superior to applications running in a traditional, non-
virtualised system. While virtual machines can share the physical
resources of a single computer, they remain completely isolated
from each other as if they were in separated physical machines. If,
for example, there are four virtual machines on a single physical
server and one of the virtual machines crashes, the other three
virtual machines remain available.

As shown in Fig. 5, we design a multi-granularity NetApp
sandbox mechanism in CyberGuarder, which can provide security
isolation at different levels. The isolation at the user and
application levels is achieved with existing tools, and the virtual
network level isolation is achieved with CyberGuarder ERVIN. In
response to the user isolation requirement in an OS, we use chroot
to create and host a separate virtualised copy of the software
system. Now, we are also adopting Linux kernel seccomp to allow
processes to call a very small subset of system calls, e.g., read,write,
Fig. 6. Three-level NetApp isolation in CyberGuarder.

sigreturn, and exit. For the NetApps isolation requirement among
VMs,we assign security policies for a resource pool and a scheduler
(deployed with the Web Portal) can automatically deploy VMs
according to theNetApps’ isolationpolicies. For the virtual network
isolation requirements, we design the ERVIN which uses a layer-
two tunnel VPN between distributed vBridges, and the meta-
data such as virtual network topologies is maintained in a central
node to optimise the traffic between VMMs. CyberGuarder ERVIN
provides a data transmission mechanism in a P2P manner for a
virtual network, the network packets between different virtual
machines do not transit through a central server, thus making
full use of the network bandwidth between the hosts to improve
the efficiency of virtual machines’ network packet transmission
(Fig. 6).
Experiment. In order to evaluate the performance of CyberGuarder,
ERVIN can take advantage of the network bandwidth between
hosts compared with the OpenVPN-based virtual network ap-
proach. We design an experiment to measure their performance.
We test the performance of virtual networks connected with 2, 6
and 10 virtual machines respectively, and each virtual machine is
deployed on different hosts, and we use NetPIPE to measure the
network throughput. In Fig. 7, we plot the network throughput
against the size of packet sent between VMs by NetPIPE. As shown
in Fig. 7, CyberGuarder ERVIN has better performance compared
with OpenVPN on both communication throughput and scalability.
There is no obvious performance degradation when increasing the
number of virtual network peers (because the experimental virtual
machines lie on different hosts), while the OpenVPN performance
is greatly affected by the scale of virtual network and communi-
cation overhead. It drops to 48% of the maximum speed when the
number goes up to 5.

2.2. Virtual network security service

In CyberGuarder, we also design an adaptive security system
deployment mechanism for virtual network environments. We
encapsulate traditional network security systems into virtual
security appliances and adaptively deploy them into virtual
networks to safeguard the applications running in the virtual
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Fig. 7. The performance of CyberGuarder ERVIN vs. openVPN.

Fig. 8. The architecture of CyberGuarder vIDS.

networks. We also design a dynamic provision approach based
on fuzzy control theory, which can continuously control resource
allocation for virtual security appliance to deal with varying
network traffic while still satisfying the performance or energy
consumption requirements.

As shown in Fig. 8, VMs Vifs, Peth0 and the Vif-n of vIDS
are connected with a virtual switch. Peth0 is a physical network
interface, and all packets of a VM will go through Peth0. Virtual
NIDS has two virtual network interfaces: Vif-n andVif-c. TheVif-n is
connectedwith themirror port of the virtual switch, andduplicates
and forwards monitored packets to the vIDS. To guarantee no
disturbance to the whole system, a physical network interface
Peth1 is dedicated for Vif-c to connect with a physical network.
Linux bridge works in the layer 2 protocol, and acts in a similar
manner with physical switch, so we choose Linux bridge as a
virtual switch in our implementation. We have a slightly modified
Linux bridge to support port mirroring, where a flag is added
to net_bridge_port struct to indicate whether the network traffic
traversing this port will be duplicated and forwarded or not, and
a pointer is added to net_bridge struct, it points to a bridge port to
indicate that this port is the mirror port of the bridge. This is a very
flexible approach to integrate with available network intrusion
detection systems. Any port can become a mirror port. We can
dynamically configure which virtual network interface is under
detection and which is not. We have added four commands to
brctl,5 add_mirror_port, del_mirror_port, add_src_if, and del_src_if.

5 A user-mode tool for controlling Linux Bridge.
Fig. 9. A snapshot of vIDS demo in iVIC.

Fig. 10. The simulated workload for vIDS.

To enable the port mirroring function, we first need to execute
‘‘brctl add_mirror_port ⟨ifname⟩’’ to assign a bridge port to be
the mirror port, and any packet forwarded to the mirror port
will be sent to the virtual network interface connected with
this port. Next, we call ‘‘brctl add_src_if ⟨src_if_name⟩’’ to specify
that the packets flowing through the ‘‘src_if_name’’ interface will
be duplicated and forwarded to the mirror port. If we want to
cancel the monitoring of one interface, we can run the command
‘‘brctl del_src_if ⟨ifname⟩’’. Finally, we use ‘‘brctl del_mirror_port
⟨ifname⟩’’ to turn off the port mirroring function.

Fig. 9 also shows a snapshot of our vIDS demo in iVIC portal.
The iVIC Portal is deployed as the user interface and provide
management console for a virtual machine pool. In iVIC Portal,
users can create a virtual cluster or virtual lab with some complex
virtual networks. In this figure, a virtual lab instance is createdwith
vIDS service, and if a virtual machine is detected be attacked, the
attacked virtual machine will be highlighted in red.
Experiment. We have implemented CyberGuarder vIDS which is
based on snort. To evaluate its packet analysis performance and
the power changing with the time-varying workloads, we have
conducted two experiments. Fig. 10 shows the simulatedworkload
of 160 s, we change the packets sending speeds every 10 s.

We launch vIDS to evaluate the effectiveness of our dynamic
provision approach. Fig. 11 shows the transient and accumulated
drop rate for 2% MPDR (Maximum Packet Drop Rate). We can see
that the transient drop rate fluctuates up or down at the MPDR,
while the accumulated drop rate tends to gradually converge at
the MPDR. The results show that our system can precisely allocate
resource for NIDS according to its resource demands, while still
satisfying the performance requirements of NIDS.

At the same time, we also use Voltech PM1000+ equipment
to measure the power and energy consumption of this computer
(excluding the monitor). From the Fig. 12, we can see the
power of CyberGuarder vIDS (encapsulating a snort IDS) quickly
reduces with the decreasing of network workload, but the power
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Fig. 11. Transient and accumulated packet drop rate for 2% maximum packet drop
rate.

Fig. 12. The power of CyberGuarder vIDS and common vIDS.

of common vIDS reduces very slowly. This is because that
CyberGuarder vIDS has the capability to dynamically control the
CPU usage based on the workload of packet receiving, but the
common vIDS does not.

2.3. Virtual environment security service

• Policy-based security service for the local VM pool

In a VM pool, many physical machines are connected in a
high-speed network, and every physical machine can run several
virtual machines simultaneously. In this pool, users can create
their own virtual clusters or virtual labs by connecting assigned
virtual machines. The security policy for this virtual machine pool
is configured in a centralised portal, and it authenticates the
user’s identity, and manages the access control policies of virtual
machines.

As shown in Fig. 10, the steps of security policy enforcement
in a VM pool are as follows: (1) The user firstly logs into the
virtual machine pool with their password or certificate; (2) The
authentication server in the VM pool verifies the identity of the
login user; (3) The user creates a virtual cluster or a virtual lab
on the portal workspace. (4) When the user performs a task
involving some operations on the virtual machine pool, these
actions need to be authorised firstly by the user policy server. If
all the actions involved in this task are permitted, then this task
is submitted to the scheduler. (5) The portal submits a description
file of the user’s task to the scheduler. (6) The scheduler deploys
the virtual machines according to the description of the task file
and pool information service. After a virtual cluster or a virtual
lab is deployed in the VM pool, then the user can access directly
Fig. 13. The architecture of security policy enforcement in a local VM pool.

Table 3
The operations for VM pool and physical machine.

Object Operation Statement

VM pool or
physical machine

Any A wildcard that represents any
operation on the VM pool

VM pool ivic#createVCluster
(VMCount)

Create a virtual cluster with a
variable that specifies the
number of virtual machines in
this cluster

VM pool ivic #createVLab
VMCount,
(VSwitchCount)

Create a virtual lab with two
variable that specify the number
of virtual machines and the
number of virtual switches in
this cluster

Physical machine ivic #deployVM The operation to deploy a virtual
machine into the VM pool

Physical machine ivic #deploySwitch The operation to deploy a virtual
switch into the VM pool

Physical machine ivic #startVM The operation to start a virtual
machine deployed in the
physical machine

Physical machine ivic #startSwitch The operation to start a virtual
switch deployed in the physical
machine

Table 4
The constrain variables with the operations for VM pool and physical machine.

Constraints
variable

Statement

vLabCount The maximum number of virtual labs that user can create
vClusterCount The maximum number of virtual clusters that user can

create
vSwitchCount The maximum number of virtual switches that user can

create
liveSwitchCount The maximum number of virtual switches that a physical

machine can run
liveVMCount The maximum number of virtual machines that a physical

machine can run

related virtual machines in this pool via remote client tools. The
procedures are: (a1) The user firstly requests a proxy credential
or certificate from the portal after an automated authentication
procedure; (a2) The user can access the virtual machine through
SSH or VNC clients (Fig. 13).

On the side of policy server, the policy is stored with format
of policy = (subject, object, constrains set), where the subject is
a user, the object can be a VM pool or a physical machine, and
the constraints set includes operation constraints on the VM pool
and physical machines. The possible operations for a VM pool or
physicalmachines are listed in Table 3, and the constraint variables
with the operations are listed in Table 4.

An example of the security policy is as follows:
(Alice@ivic.org.cn, pool-1, [vClusterCount ≤ 2]);
(Alice@ivic.org.cn, Host: 192.168.0.119, [liveVMCount ≤ 2]).
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Fig. 14. Remote VM access through VNC with TLS and without TLS.

Fig. 15. Network traffic of communication using console client with TLS and
without TLS.

This policy means that Alice mostly can create two virtual clus-
ters on VM pool-1, and specially can mostly start two virtual ma-
chines on the physical machine 192.168.0.119 simultaneously.
Experiment. Because the cloud is a centralised infrastructure, all
VMs are executed on the server side. If a client wants to interact
with its VM, it must connect this VM based on remote display tool
(e.g., VNC used in CyberGuarder). However, if too many clients
connect their VMs located in a resource pool, the bandwidth
will become an issue. Therefore, our security mechanism should
guarantee not to bring too much traffic overhead. In this
experiment, we measure the network traffic. As shown in Fig. 14,
we configured a test environment on a QEMU VNC Server for two
virtual machines and a RealVNC viewer, with a 1 GB network
connection. Then, we measure the communication throughput
when the channel fromVNCdesktop to theVNC server is encrypted
or not. On the test server physical machine, the network interface
cards of virtual machines is bridged to the physical network of a
computer. The experiments are divided into two groups, one runs
Debian Linux on a virtual machine with a console, and a simple ‘ls’
shell command is executed to continually refresh the screen, and
another runsWindowsXPOS on a virtualmachinewith aWindows
desktop, and the Media Player is launched to play a video in full-
screen mode on a desktop of 1024 × 768 resolution. On the client
side, we access these two virtual machines through a RealVNC
client with TLS encryption and without encryption respectively.

The results are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. Fig. 15 indicates that
average network traffic is about 500 kbps for a console client,
and the security mechanism only adds a little network traffic. The
Fig. 16 indicates that the twomodes almost have the same network
traffic (about 2000 kbps) because the encryption brings a lower
percentage to the larger total network traffic when a Windows
desktop is transferred.

• Policy-based trust federation for multiple VM pools

In general, a company or organization can build its own private
resource pool (private cloud), while the resource capacity of a
Fig. 16. Network traffic of communication using Window client with TLS and
without TLS.

Fig. 17. The management and authentication workflow of CyberGuarder TrustVO.

private pool cannot fulfill all business requirements. For example,
the required computing resources of an application in Facebook
increased to 3000 hosts from 50 hosts in only three days. In
CyberGuarder, we design a policy-based trustmanagement service
named TrustVO (shown in Fig. 17) to improve its scalability by
federating multiple resource pools (clouds). The security policy is
specified by role mapping, and possible conflicts are resolved by
our existing work PEACE-VO [10].

If some pools need to be federated, the management steps of
TrustVO administrator are as follows:

• A1: The Admin logins into the TrustVO Portal.
• A2: The TrustVO Server authenticates the identity of Admin and

executes the management for VO Database via Management
Service.

When a client from Pool A wants to use resources provided in
Pool B, the authentication steps of TrustVO are as follows:

• B1: The Pool Asends VO membership credential requests to the
TrustVO Server.

• B2: The TrustVO Server generates a credential according to the
requests.

• B3: The Pool A Portal sends a job scheduling request to another
Pool B Portal.

• B4: The Pool B makes authorization decision for the job
scheduling across pools (clouds).

• C1, C2: The information of federated virtual resource is reported
to the Management Server, and clients can query the resource’s
status through accessing the Management Server.

• D: The user can access any authorised VMDesktop via RealVNC.
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Table 5
Authentication time with different security communication mechanisms.

SOAP security (WS-security) OpenSSH RSA

Authentication time (ms) 350 380

Experiment. To provide a general trust federation approach to
interoperate with the existing cloud security infrastructures. In
CyberGuarder TrustVO, an administrator can configure different
security communication mechanisms. Currently, CyberGuarder
can support two major security communication toolkits, GSI
SOAP and OpenSSH. The SOAP security mechanism has been
extensively used in Grid security infrastructure and some SOA
security services. The OpenSSH is also a traditional remote secure
access tool and can be easily used. We use these two security
communicationmechanisms for TrustVO respectively. As shown in
Table 5, the average authentication time is about 350 ms for SOAP
security and 380 ms for the OpenSSH RSA mechanisms, and there
are no obvious differences between these two mechanisms.

3. Related work

In 1970s, Madnick and Donovan [11] from MIT, who had
engaged in research work relevant to IBM VM/370, firstly put
forward the idea to improve the system security based on
a virtual machine isolation mechanism. Many years later, the
virtualisation technology began to receive attentions again with
the prevalence of new Internet-based computing paradigms,
e.g., Cloud computing.

3.1. Virtualisation security

In 2008, Borders et al. from Michigan University summarised
some security technologies related to virtualisation. This is an
earlier overview and analysis to the security mechanisms of the
virtual machine [12], and it introduces related work including
intrusion detection, intrusion defense and the honeypot system
based on virtualisation technology and so on. Nowadays, the
virtualisation technology has been brought to the forefront in
the area of industry and manufactory, and it has also become
an important technology to build a green IT infrastructure.
However, the question remains how to ensure its security becomes
a bottleneck of its real adoption. In 2009, 11 scholars from
UC Berkeley Reliable Adaptive Distributed Systems Laboratory
published a report on cloud computing [13]. In this report,
they give a concept model and some research trends of cloud
computing. In particular, the top 10 problems relating to cloud
computing are discussed, and three of them are related to the
security issues. To build a secure execution environment for the
network software applications, the related work on virtualisation
can be classified into three types: security isolation, trusted
loading, and monitoring & detection.
Security isolation

In nearly 40 years of virtualisation technologies, virtual machi-
nes have been used from the previous physical environment
isolation to dynamic business logic isolation, and virtualisation
computing systems have realised the balance and synthesis of
multiple functions, such as computing performance, application
efficiency, security isolation and so on. At the same time, we are
suffering from more system vulnerabilities and network attacks
which frequently occur. An important motivation of early IBM
VM/370’s appearance is to realise partition isolation, and the VMM
(Virtual Machine Monitor) technology makes it possible to create
many of virtual machines to run independent operating systems in
the same physical hardware. The virtualisation system can avoid
the system information leakage, which may be caused by users’
improper or malicious operations. Yan Wen [14] has presented
a virtualisation isolation model, and he put forward a new kind
of virtual machine model based on the hardware abstraction
layer virtualisation (Safe Virtual Execution Environment, SVEE),
which implements the Bell–LaPadula confidentiality model and
Biba integrity model. Researchers from MIT provide the Flume
system [14] which is used for distributed information flow control,
managing the data flow of application segments and realizing the
integrity and privacy of data. However, the cloud is generally a
multi-tenant computing environment, and an isolation solution
at different levels is required. In CyberGuarder, we achieve this
goal through lightweight application isolation, virtual machine
isolation and virtual network isolation.
Trusted loading

A fundamental reason for an unreliable system is because the
integrity of systems is broken by malicious software or codes.
Therefore, ensuring the software originates from a trusted party
is an effective way to guarantee the intrinsic security of a system.
The integrity measurement is a way to prove that the providers
and sources are reliable and accountable, meaning the software
files have not been damaged or tampered with. The researchers
from IBMpropose theHIMA [15]which also employs aVMM-based
approach to take integrity measurements of user programs and
kernel codes. However, HIMA needs modification to the guest OS.
Arvind Seshadri et al. from CyLab of CMU designed a lightweight
hypervisor named SecVisor which can ensure the integrity of the
kernel code of Linux and prevent malicious code injection and so
on. In a word, the major method of SecVisor is to virtualise the
MMU and IOMMU. However, SecVisor is a lightweight hypervisor,
and it can only operate one guest OS and cannot be used when
there are hybrid memory pages.
Security monitoring and detection

Monitoring technology is another key way to keep the system
running healthily. The VMM has a good introspection capability,
thereby it’s intensively used to monitor the device status and
attack behaviours. The research work on this direction can be
classified into two types: one is a pure monitor function for
the memory, disk and I/O of virtual machines, and another is
the system security detection including the malicious attacks
and some intrusion behaviours. Payne and Wenke Lee proposed
the XenAccess library [16] which was based on the Xen 3.0’s
existing XenControl library and Blktap arch. XenAccess mainly
aims to monitor the virtual machine memory and disk I/O, and
this approach could be easily extended to monitor network flow
and CPU, but XenAccess needs to be deployed to Xen Domain0.
Payne et al. further proposed Lares [17] which realised an active
monitoring function based on Xen and Window XP. Garfinkel [18]
from Stanford University studied virtualisation’s characteristics
such as mobility, security monitoring etc., and he proposed
some approaches for intrusion detection, integrity checking and a
honeypot system and forensics based on themonitoring capability
of the VMM layer. For example, a VMM introspection based
architecture for intrusion detection is used to analyse the attackers’
behaviour. KvmSec [19] is an extension of Linux Kernel Virtual
Machine (KVM), which can prevent KVM from being attacked by
virus and kernel rootkit. KvmSec provides a transparent way to
data collection and analysis to the guest OS. J. Ashlesha et al. [20]
fromMichigan University propose a detecting past and present an
intrusions method through vulnerability specific predicates. This
method canmonitor the internal running state of a virtualmachine
based on the introspection capability.

Besides, many IT companies such as Amazon, Google, and Mi-
crosoft have launched their cloud computing and green comput-
ing projects, and the virtualisation security is also a major product.
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In the Amazon S3 storage service, the owner can assign access con-
trol policy to specifywho can read orwrite or have other privileges.
In the Amazon EC2 computing services, unauthorised access to the
virtualmachine or virtual network can be prevented through a fire-
wall policy configuration on IP and routing. VMWare VirtualCenter
is a kind of task-based privilegemanagement system,which is used
to control the permissions of administrators and users on the plat-
form. The system administrators can assign the user permissions
through configuration of user/group, roles to tasks. VMWare vSh-
pere is a cloud operating system including VMsafe and VMWare
vShield Zones, and they provide firewall, anti-virus, intrusion de-
tection and intrusion prevention capabilities to the virtual envi-
ronment. VMware vShield Zones can configure VLAN to separate
the network and create a security boundary. Microsoft Hyper-V
provides some security functions based on a virtual machine, such
as malicious code execution prevention, role-based access control,
and streamlined system architecture. RedHat oVirt integrates the
user and datamanagement based on LDAP, and distributes the user
ticket based on Kerberos infrastructure, and uses freeIPA project
to implement virtual resource authentication, authorization and
accounting. CyberGuarder is a much different solution compared
with these products, and three kinds of security assurance ser-
vices on the granularity of virtualmachine, virtual network and vir-
tual pool, and the securitymechanisms can be smoothly integrated
with the virtualisation infrastructure and interoperated with the
existing local security infrastructures.

3.2. Green cloud computing

The power consumption of computers and data centers is
growing at an unprecedented level: the EPA estimates US data
centers will consume 100 billion kilowatt hours in 2011. Much
of this energy is wasted in idle systems: in typical deployments,
server utilisation is below 30%, but idle servers still consume
60% of their peak power draw. In recent years, there have been
many research efforts focusing on how to achieve energy efficiency
for computers. The traditional energy saving approaches for a
computer include CPU and storage equipment improvements
and power management and dynamic voltage scaling (DVS)
technologies based on operating systems. For instance, David
Meisner et al. propose the PowerNap [21], which is an energy-
conservation approach where the entire system transitions
rapidly between a high-performance active state and a near-
zero-power idle state in response to instantaneous load, and a
power provisioning approach provides high conversion efficiency
across the entire range of PowerNap’s power demands. Kephart
et al., [22] build a framework with consideration to both the
power management and performance management, and use two
existing IBMproducts, one thatmanages performance and one that
manages power through dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) approach,
resulting in power savings of approximately 10%.

The traditional energy-saving approaches are mainly based on
operating systemswith a full knowledge of and full control over the
underlying hardware, but the distributed nature of multi-layered
virtualmachine environmentsmakes such approaches insufficient.
Cloud virtualisation can significantly improve efficiency by lever-
aging the utilisation and consolidation of virtual machines with a
minimum number of powered physical machines. Obtaining en-
ergy efficiencies in data centers is highly specialised and capital
intensive. In 2009, Francis and Richardson [23] presented a green
maturitymodel for virtualisation, and focused on a reduction in en-
ergy consumption over the full equipment life cycle as the prime
motivator for ‘‘green’’ application design. Some researchers [24]
from IBM have presented a server workload analysis for power
minimization user consolidation to reduce the datacenter’s energy.
The basic principal is turning on/off the server according to specific
policies. Stoess et al. [25] present a novel framework for energy
management in modular, multi-layered operating system struc-
tures. This framework targets hypervisor- based virtual machine
systems, and the guest level energy management relies on effec-
tive virtualisation of physical energy effects provided by the VMM.

Virtualisation technologies have been extensively studied, and
security services should be provided. However, they generally will
add some extra energy consumption, and there are few related
works considering this issue [26]. CyberGuarder designed in this
paper is an important enhancement to the security of a green
cloud computing environment. First, security is an important
foundation to enable the green cloud computing infrastructure
to be actually deployed and applied. Second, the CyberGuarder
itself provides a security service based on virtualisation technology
in different grained levels with the many energy-saving benefits
of virtualisation. For example, some security service is deployed
in virtual machines, and it can also be dynamically deployed or
consolidated and can sleep or shut down when the risk is low.
Finally, we also provide some energy-aware approaches to the
security services policy, thereby administrators can dynamically
deploy or control the security services according to the energy or
performance requirements.

4. Conclusion

Modern computing presents not only technical problems, but
also major environmental challenges in terms of its high energy
consumption. As the sizes of IT infrastructure continue to grow,
it is clear that effective green IT solutions must be developed
to minimise its impacts on our environment. Here, cloud com-
puting offers a natural extension of virtualisation technologies
which enable scalablemanagement of virtualmachines residing on
distributed hosts, thus allowing maximal utilisation of the un-
derlying re-sources and replacing the traditional ‘‘one server,
one application’’ model with a multi-tenant architecture/model
of cloud services. As well as providing a much improved hard-
ware efficiency (through sharing), the latter also raises serious
issues of security and data privacy within the cloud environment
in general, and in an open NetApp operating system in partic-
ular. This paper proposes a virtualisation security assurance ar-
chitecture, CyberGuarder, which is designed to address several
key security problems within the ‘‘green’’ cloud computing con-
text. In particular, CyberGuarder provides three different kinds of
services; namely, a virtual machine security service, a virtual
network security service and a policy based trustmanagement ser-
vice. Several techniques concerning the provision of integrity ver-
ification, multi-level NetApp isolation, virtual security appliance
(e.g., vIDS), and NetApp resource trust management services have
been discussed in some detail. Preliminary results obtained on our
iVIC platform are promising; for example, the energy consump-
tion of CyberGuarder is significantly lower than the most widely
used IDS of Snort, as CyberGuarder’s vIDS can dynamically adapt
the CPU utilisation to match workload. At present, we are incor-
porating these results and our experience with CyberGuarder in
the practical development of iVIC, a virtualisation infrastructure for
an experimental course delivery system for both undergraduates
and postgraduates in BeihangUniversity. Futurework concerns the
construction of a reliable and scalable NetApp operating system
that will support, through advanced virtualisation technologies, a
greater federation of cloud services to facilitate the seamless inte-
gration of private and public cloud systems. This warrants further
active research.
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